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About This Game

Mist of the Dark challenges your ability to survive. Hunt down a terrifying monster in a dynamic cave. Stick with your team and
discover hidden advantages to take down the monster. Scare the players as the monster, use tactics to your advantage to create

your own horror experience.

Create your horror story

Hunt the soldiers down using your own tactics;
Use your environment to your advantage.
Hunt, kill, and play the way you choose.

Join the hunt

As a member of the squad, you will need to coordinate with your team to kill the monster. The environment around you is
unknown and dangerous. Push forward with caution and keep your eyes open. In any case, your mission is clear - survive.

During Development

We will be making huge changes to the UI, level design, and how the game itself functions. Screenshots and Trailers may not
always represent what is currently in-game.
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Title: Mist of the Dark
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Visualistic Studios, LLC.
Publisher:
Visualistic Studios, LLC.
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 750 2GB DDR3

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Laptops may require more RAM and a dedicated graphics card

English
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Release coming soon!:
Hey everyone! We're going to be releasing soon, we're just finishing up a few things before pushing it out to everyone.

If you want access to the game right now, check out this link[godankey.com] and get a key! Keep in mind we'll be pushing an
updated version of the game soon, the build you'll have access to is a few weeks old. Check back in a few hours for an updated
build :)

More information to follow!

Ryan. Play Mist of the Dark now! Updates on release and the future:

Our release plans. Important Update - AI and Matchmaking Coming Soon:
Hey everyone, I wanted to send out an update so I could clear some confusion about what's happening with the game, and give
some info on our next feature update!

We've all been reading the reviews, and I've seen quite a few negetive ones. They mostly consist of:

 Unable to find other players.

 Sessions dying due to players quitting

 Minor (annoying), non gamebreaking bugs

So, here's what's happening on our side:

Player base. Welcome to Mist of the Dark Community:
Welcome to the first planned release from Visualistic Studios: Mist of the Dark!

Mist of the Dark is a 4v1 horror game. Play as the Soldiers working together to fend off your deepest fears, thrive together, or
die alone in terror.
One player will control the monster; terrify your enemies, make your own jump scares, and be the last living thing around.

We plan on having regular gameplay updates (we will hash out a timeline later in the future as Early Access progresses) and to
be as transparent as possible.
As it progresses we have more Monsters, more maps, and other goodies planned. We will always keep you updated.
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Visualistic Studios will post regular bi-weekly or monthly announcments and news (more if needed), even if it's a simple
timeline update.
We want to hear everyone in the community. Our goal is to make a game that everyone can enjoy, fueled by you, the players.
Feel free to drop by our Discord[discord.gg] server to chat, form teams, and maybe even be a play tester!

Early Access release will be July 20th, 2018, and will be free. In the coming weeks we will implement a 'donation' feature if
anyone feels like contributing.
All feature releases will be free. There will eventually be cometics you can purchase, but nothing pay to win, we are strongly
against this model.

Thank you for going on this journey with us, and hope you are as excited as we are!

- hollowZone
Community Manager. Release Changelog:

Release is here!. Release Date Updated:

Hey community!. New update coming soon!:

We're back!
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